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Keith’s Corner

Velocity Awards and Other Citations

T

he first “velocit y award” i earned was on long island,
New York, riding down an empty stretch of highway toward the beach. It was warm,
dark and deserted, and the sense of freedom combined with my new motorcycle

endorsement encouraged me to take my
Honda to speeds I had never experienced
before. I was on the cool down lap when
flashing lights alerted me that I was not
totally alone. The interaction with the officer
wasn’t quite as exhilarating as the ride down

money makers by jacking up premiums for
years afterwards.
But most of my pullovers have had much
more narrative attached to them than that
first unremarkable one. Never having had a
radar detector until graduating to the ranks
of liter bikes, I developed a spider sense
around where, when and how to bend – okay,

the lonely road, but just as memorable. He
was very business-like, not interested in
chatting, wrote me up and left. New York has
pretty expensive speeding tickets, and one
of my discoveries after this incident was that
insurance companies use citations as major
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I’m thinking the
conversation they have with
the officer isn’t going to be
about where to find good
pie nearby.
break – the speed limit. A pretty good sense, but not infallible. Still, those failures have left me
with some interesting stories.
On my first cross-country trip, I was out in the middle of nowhere, Montana, leaving a small
town and accelerating to cruising speed. I crested a hill and found myself blasting past a State
Trooper. I guess it was a little fast even for Montana, because he turned around and pulled me
over. I was expecting a lecture, advice, or driving lesson, but what I got was, “You were speeding,
that will be $30.” And that was it. I gave him the cash, he bid me good day and was off. To say I
was satisfied with the experience was an understatement. If I have to get pulled over, I’ll choose
Montana any time!
On a later cross country adventure, I was in the wilds of Wisconsin, on my way back to New
York from Utah, when I was snagged by a local patrol. I stopped in a parking lot and was getting
out my paperwork when he marveled over my New York plates. “What are you doing way out
here?” he asked, laughing. He got on the radio to tell a buddy he had pulled over a New Yorker.
We chatted for a few minutes, he told me of a great local place for breakfast, then he let me go.
Sometimes you come across fellow adventurers, or vicarious travelers, who are more interested
in your current adventure than your minor traffic infractions.
Back in New York, I commuted into Manhattan every day, routinely lane splitting for much of
the route. It was quite dangerous (what did I know, I was so young!), but made me an excellent
rider. On one homebound trip, I was snagged at the intersection of two highways by a patrolman
who was literally standing in the median waving people over. He gave me the rundown on how
dangerous my behavior was, then taught me a lesson by making me sit in the median with him:
“Now you’ve lost all the time you were saving by lane splitting!” I was relatively unfazed, and sat

there watching traffic for a few minutes. Then another policeman stopped, talked with the guy
who had pulled me over, then came over and talked motorcycles with me for 15 minutes. It was
an interesting way to make a motorcycle connection, not one I ever would have expected, and
made my impromptu imprisonment go by much faster. Sometimes it’s just so cool to be a biker,
and people know it, even if they’re pissed off at you.

BIG CITY, CRAZY CITY

These days the radar detector keeps the speeding tickets away, and my spider senses have
grown pretty rusty. The challenges of Big City driving have shifted to Crazy City riding, in New
Mexico it’s impossible to anticipate the wacked-out antics of other drivers. To that end, the more
aggressive habits of my New York City commute have stuck with me. I am very protective about
controlling my lane on the highway, try to stay just a little faster than everybody else (because it’s
virtually impossible to control what’s going on behind you) and don’t hesitate to lay on the horn
when necessary. Lately, though, I’m finding that the horn option doesn’t work the way it used to.
Drivers tend to be oblivious or purposefully ignoring, and are just as likely to get angry that you’re
interrupting their phone conversation.
I certainly don’t miss getting pulled over, for the off chance I’ll have some quality time with
law enforcement. More than that, I miss the days on the open road, and the opportunity to meet
interesting people who might want to talk about the two wheeled lifestyle. I’m remembering the
old truck stops and the characters you would find visiting them. The interesting and interested
people. I guess it’s time to plan a trip…
David Wilson, editor
February 2015
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THE S1000XR:
ALL GOOD THINGS COME IN FOURS

THE NEW F800R

ollowing on the S1000RR, HP4 superbikes and the S1000R roadster, BMW’s next step is the
S1000XR, which offers the core characteristics in a brand-new blend dubbed “adventure
sport”. This encompasses dynamic touring qualities, sporty performance and high levels of
comfort as well as outstanding everyday usability.
The straight-four-cylinder engine has an output of 160 hp and a maximum torque of 83 lb-ft.
The straight-four-cylinder unit combines tremendous pulling power and exhilarating acceleration
with a high peak output, while offering the rider a usable rev range of over 10,000 rpm. This
makes it just as adept at touring as it is at sporty rides down winding country roads.
The new S1000XR comes with “Rain” and “Road” riding modes as standard, as well as
Automatic Stability Control (ASC) to optimise traction. It can be equipped with Pro riding modes,
including additional riding modes “Dynamic” and “Dynamic Pro” along with Dynamic Traction
Control (DTC) and ABS Pro.
The chassis employs an aluminium-alloy perimeter frame with the engine as load-bearing.
Wheel suspension at the front and rear is handled by an adjustable upside-down fork, and a
double-sided swing arm with a central spring strut. When fitted with the BMW Motorrad Dynamic
ESA (Electronic Suspension Adjustment), the new S 1000 XR takes riding safety, performance
and comfort to even greater heights, while also promising adventure sport at its very finest.
The optional ABS Pro feature makes braking while cornering safer, as well by enabling ABSassisted braking in a banked position. ABS Pro offers riders the benefit of increased braking and
riding stability combined with optimum stopping power, even in corners. Whether it’s mountain
passes, a countryside tour, or motorway riding the new S 1000 XR handles it all with aplomb.

F

he new F800R is ready to delight owners with its sporty performance, agile handling and
even greater versatility. Power is sourced from a liquid-cooled four-valve twin-cylinder engine
with 798 cc displacement.
With output increasing to 90 hp at 8,000 rpm (up from 87 hp) and shorter ratios for first and
second gear, the parallel twin offers even greater sprinting ability while retaining the impressive
pulling power, instantaneous responses and low fuel consumption familiar from the predecessor
model. Peak torque remains 63 lb-ft at 5,800 rpm.
The engaging riding experience on board the F800R is further enhanced by new suspension
components and optimised ergonomics. For example, an upside-down fork now takes care of
front suspension duties, while a hydraulic double-disc brake with radial brake callipers provides
fade-resistant stopping power. A new seat fixed lower down (at 790 mm instead of the previous
800 mm), combined with new handlebars and rider foot pegs, creates even better ergonomics
for the rider.
The design of the F800R – which is also pitched at novice riders – also provides a visual
showcase for that extra rider engagement. With its newly designed fairings, radiator shields,
front mudguard and wheels, plus a new range of colours, the sporty roadster cuts an extremely
dynamic figure. The now symmetrical main headlight also gives it a distinctive “face”.
In keeping with the “Safety 360°” principle, the new F 800 R is fitted with ABS as standard. It
can also be ordered with optional systems such as ASC (Automatic Stability Control) and ESA
(Electronic Suspension Adjustment), ensuring it sets a new benchmark in the segment in terms
of its safety performance and all-round qualities.
February 2015
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LOE B MW R C ALE N DAR
GENERAL CALENDAR INFO
As always, while event information is posted
in the Shaft, there may be last minute changes,
which will be reflected on the Message Board.
If you cannot visit the Message Board, the
ride contact person can notify you of changes.
Please note all rides are at the individual’s own
discretion and risk. These are destination rides
so each person should “ride their own ride”
while meeting up with others at the various
destinations of the ride. Be sure you’re aware
of the route and bring your own maps/GPS
to assist you. Exchanging cell phone numbers
with other ride participants is recommended.
If you decide to drop out of the ride at some
point during the ride, notifying at least one
other ride participant of your intention to
drop out will help alleviate unnecessary
confusion or concern for your whereabouts.
All information will be posted to the Calendar,
which is located under “Events” on the left
side of our Home Page.

ON ANY SUNDAY
Some gather for Sunday breakfast at Milly’s
on Jefferson just North of San Antonio. Meet
between 7:30 and 8:30 am.

ACTIVITIES CZAR

by Jon Helm, Activities CZAR
I am Jon Helm, and I will be assumed the
responsibilities of LOE BMW R Activities
Czar. I have been in the club for about seven
years, and have continually complained about
the lack of activities. Sooo…I decided to “put
up or shut up.”
We will trying to set up at least one riding
event each month. At this time we have
events in 7 of the 11 riding months. The two

FEBRUARY
events we all look forward to will be in May
and September, the Ice Cream Ride and The
Rally. Last year we had two well attended
day rides in April and October, the Dual Sport
Dirty Birthday, and El Morro. February is our
Progressive Breakfast. A new Ride and Camp
Ride will be in June, and a Dual Sport group is
working up a ride in July.
The club’s VP will always have the first
Sunday of each month’s Traveling Breakfast,
and as always on any given Sunday a group
meets at Milly’s on Jefferson at 8:00am.
At this time I am looking for ideas on rides
you would like:
• Street bike to lunch
• Overnight to historic areas
• Ride and camp
• Dual sport day trip and 2-day camp
• Track day
• Tech info meeting
• Group to national BMW rally
To stay informed on all of our new activities
check the Message Board on the club’s web
site at loebmwr.org. If you are having trouble
getting on or need help posting, contact us at   
webmaster@loebmwr.org.
and furthermore…
I met with Eric from Sanda BMW, in regards
to the scheduling Rides and Events.
Eric would like to do two Ride and Lunch
events with us this next year. I suggested
one north and one south, Lincoln and Chama.
We would meet at the dealer for coffee and
breakfast snacks, then ride to the lunch area
where Sandia would have a picnic-type lunch.
I suggested a GS-type (dirt road, not hard
stuff) ride and lunch. He said he will look into
the GS ride.
Sandia BMW already has a Track Day set
up on April 26. It includes a beginner class that

will give instructions on bike prep and track
riding. This is a great opportunity see what
you and your bike can do in a safe manner.
The regular cost for a Track Day is $100, but
if you ride a BMW and go to the dealer before
the date you can get a ticket for $50, and
they will supply lunch. They welcome all club
members to come out and watch.
We talked about tech meetings, and events
at the dealership. I made an observation: on
any given Saturday morning when I go for a
ride I might stop at PJ’s Triumph, and I can
always find a club member there to ride
with. My question to Eric was, “Why are we
not stopping at the BMW dealer Saturday
morning?” After scratching his head for a few
minutes, he had a very good idea. On the 2nd
and 4th Saturday of each month from 9 to
10:30 am they will have coffee and breakfast
snacks for club members. This will be a great
place to meet before informal rides, or just
stop by and kick tires. He will set aside a desk
and wall to post club information on.
Eric will meet with the powers of Sandia
and Santa Fe BMW for approval. We need
to come up with the details for the Ride and
Lunch events.
SUNDAY, FEBRUARY 1

PROGRESSIVE BREAKFAST AND
ELECTION OF OFFICERS

This is one of the biggest club events of the
year, where we try to put back on those
holiday pounds we just lost by dieting last
month. The festivities will start at 8:30 am
with Gary and Kathy Cade as our hosts for the
first round of treating our caffeine and sweet
roll deficiencies at the first stop. (Latitude/
Longitude coordinates are 35.123722,
(Continued on page 5)
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NOTE CONCERNING THE CALENDAR
You are strongly encouraged to check
the Message Board and the Calendar
(http://calendar.loebmwr.com/) on the web
site before any event, to be apprised of any lastminute changes. You’ll also find impromptu
rides posted, reviews and opinions on club
activities as they happen.
February 2015
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(Continued from page 4)
-106.543510.)
Then around 9:30, we head out to the
second, critical stop at Damian’s factory for
the 10:00 main course of those giant, tasty
breakfast burritos Damian and Julianna
are famous for. After more telling tires and
kicking lies until about 11:00, we then test our
bike’s gross weight capacity and motor on to
the third and last stop. (Latitude/Longitude
coordinates are 35.11673, -106.61646.)
The third stop at 11:30, hosted by Tom and
Liza Volkmann, gives us once last chance to
fill in those spaces left in our stomachs with
dips, drinks, veggies (gotta stay healthy),
crackers, desserts, etc. Oh, yeah, and this is
where we have the critical Club Election of
Officers where we railroad – uh, support our
favorite candidates to keep our club organized
and on a steady course. (Latitude/Longitude
coordinates are 35.24238, -106.61255.)
Please visit the LOE BMW R club Forum
for links to all map locations:
http://loebmwr.org/forum/viewtopic.
php?f=4&t=4571
February 1st will be the start of another
new diet!

NATIONAL EVENTS

2015 SMRI RACE/TRACK
SCHEDULE

from Marc Beyer, OCD Custom Cycles, Santa Fe

2015 RACE DAYS
5/17 Motiva Speedway, Albuquerque
6/7 Motiva Speedway, Albuquerque
7/12 Motiva Speedway, Albuquerque
8/2 Motiva Speedway, Albuquerque
9/13 Motiva Speedway, Albuquerque
10/11 Motiva Speedway, Albuquerque

2015 SCHOOLS AND TRACK DAYS
4/26 Motiva Speedway, Albuquerque
5/16 Motiva Speedway, Albuquerque
6/6 Motiva Speedway, Albuquerque
6/28 Motiva Speedway, Albuquerque
8/1 Motiva Speedway, Albuquerque
8/23 Motiva Speedway, Albuquerque
10/10 Motiva Speedway, Albuquerque
Contact smri@smri-racing.org, 800-6475028, or http://www.smri-racing.org
SATURDAY–MONDAY, MARCH 14–16

1ST AUSTRALIAN I-BMW RALLY

from Jerry “Pirate” Finley
Meet Friday evening March 13th at Jingellic
Pub/Hotel, 3149 River Road Jingellic, NSW
2642. For reservations call 02 6037 1290.
All rally details including detailed maps
showing the daily routes, lodging, etc. can
be found at I-BMW.com Motorcycle rentals
are available out of Sydney and Melbourne
with quite a few BMW’s on the menu. Costs
are about $200-300+ a day plus insurance,
deposit etc. The tentative (and fluid) plan
is for 3 days riding through and around the
snowy mountains. This rally will make I-BMW
history – and it’s been a long time coming. Be
a part of (hopefully) a new tradition. And
watch out for the ‘roos.
SUNDAY, APRIL 26

ALBUQUERQUE RIDE FOR KIDS

Riders on all makes and models are welcome
to attend. The suggested minimum donation
to ride is $40 per motorcycle. We encourage
you to fundraise before the event to make a
real difference to the kids. Onsite registration
opens at 8 am and closes at 9:30. The
escorted ride starts at 10 sharp, rain or shine!
The ride will loop back to the start point.
Gather at the Mesa Del Sol Soccer Fields at
Hard Rock Pavilion, 5601 University Blvd SE.

COME CHECK OUT OUR NEW SHOWROOM
AND THE ALL NEW 2015 MODELS!!

Sandia BMW Motorcycles
6001 PAN AMERICAN WEST FWY NE
ALBUQUERQUE, NM 87109-3421
505-884-9137

LO E B MW R N E WS
HOW TO RECOVER A FORGOTTEN
MESSAGE BOARD PASSWORD
by Terry Rowley, Webmaster and Message
Board Administrator
Many people forget their password to login to
the Message Board (MB), so this is a general
overview on how to recover your password.
We do not have access to your password but
we can help you to recover it.
NOTE: You have to know your MB
username (it may be different from your
website username) and the email that is
registered on the MB site or this will not
work. This is for the Message Board only…
your LOE BMW R Website username and

Continued on next page
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password are completely separate from the
MB password and username (although they
can use the same username and password
for both if you want)
1. Go to the MB login page, www.loebmwr.
org/forum (you can also access it from the
menu near the top of the home page on the
Website).
2. From the main page of the MB, press
on the login link on the right side of the page
near the top of the page.
3. Near the left side of the new page that
opens is an area to enter your Password, and
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(Continued from page 5)
just below that is a link that says ‘I forgot my password’ – click
that Forgot Password link.
4. At the next screen enter your username and the email
address you used to register your account, or the email
address that is currently associated with your MB account,
into the proper spots on this page – if you enter an email
address that is different than the address associated with your
MB account you will not be able to use this method to recover
your password.
5. If you use the correct email for your account, your
password will be quickly emailed to you at the email address
you have registered / associated with your MB username.
If you don’t know your username or if you have changed your
email since the last time you logged into your MB account,
email webmaster@loebmwr.org and let the webmaster know
what you are trying to accomplish and that the lost password
option didn’t work to recover you password.

THE 2015 BMW I8

DON’T FORGET FACEBOOK

On your tour of all that is motorcycles on the internet (which
no doubt includes considerable time on the club’s own
Message Board), don’t forget we are also on Facebook. Drop
by and leave a note, let the rest of the club and the rest of the
bazillion Facebook followers of the world know what you’re
up to in the Southwest motorcycle universe. You can find it at
https://www.facebook.com/loebmwr.

NEW MEMBERS

Welcome to our new club members! Say hi to Francis P. We
look forward to seeing you at some of our club shindigs, and in
some far-off places riding your motorcycles.

by Wayne Cunningham, CNET.com
www.cnet.com/products/2015-bmw-i8/
When I first rolled out in the 2015 BMW i8, I didn’t see the
point. I drove this low-slung concept-looking plug-in hybrid
under electric power until its limited battery range ran out, then
watched as the fuel economy dipped well below 30 mpg in
hybrid mode. But when I put it in Sport mode the truth dawned.
The engine roared and blipped when I shifted gears and it
handled the corners better than any BMW I had driven before.
The i8 is a sort of hyper-hybrid, what might have happened
if Ferrari had developed the Prius. It exhibits two very distinct
personalities: energy-obsessed engineer and troubled youth.
Driving it in its Comfort and Eco Pro modes, I could have
parked and forgotten all about it, but after moving the shifter
to Sport mode nothing short of violence was going to get me
out of the i8.
Hitting production in conjunction with the more affordable
and mundane i3, the i8 represents BMW’s radical rethinking
of personal transportation in light of climate change issues and
shrinking fossil fuel supplies. The i8 seems like a first effort
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by BMW to bring in new century efficiency yet maintain its
performance legacy, and it will cost you dearly.
The i8 is certainly an extraordinary-looking vehicle, as
if BMW built a concept car then forgot to get rid of all the
interesting bits before putting it into production. While driving
it, I got more attention than I had in even the bright orange
McLaren 650S Spider.
Beyond its concept-car looks, the i8 uses a completely
unique drivetrain, bearing no resemblance to even BMW’s
own hybrid vehicles. Tucked away somewhere in the car is
a turbocharged 1.5-liter three-cylinder engine using BMW’s
valve timing and throttle control technologies to produce 228
horsepower and 236 pound-feet of torque, driving the rear
wheels through a six-speed automatic transmission.
Driving the front wheels, the i8 uses a 129-horsepower
electric motor, powerful enough to move the car all by itself
when the 5 kilowatt-hour battery pack has enough charge.
Oddly, a two-speed transmission sits between that motor and
the front wheels. Filling the battery pack takes just 1.5 hours
from a 240-volt source, and gives the i8 22 miles of zeroemission range.
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LOE B MW R CLU B I N FO
O FFICE R S
INFORMATION
Info@LOEBMWR.org
LOE BMW R general inquiries
PRESIDENT
David Hudson
President@LOEBMWR.org
VICE PRESIDENT
Doug Guinn
VicePresident@LOEBMWR.org
COMMUNICATIONS
Damian Velasquez
Communications@LOEBMWR.org
MEMBERSHIP SERVICES
Lynn Coburn
Membership@LOEBMWR.org
MEMBERSHIP RECORDS
Kim Helm
Membership@LOEBMWR.org

ACTIVITIES
RJ Mirabal
Activities@LOEBMWR.org
RALLY CHAIR
Gary Cade
Rally@LOEBMWR.org

JOI N TH E LO E B MW R

S U B M IT TO TH E S HAF T

Yearly dues are $35 (note new price). Dues are
payable on January 1. Nonpaying members
will be rendered inactive on March 1st. For
more information or to pay:

Send in your stories, opinions, pictures,
gripes…we publish anything! Send your
contributions to:

Land of Enchantment BMW Riders
PO Box 92095
Albuquerque, NM
87199-2095

TREASURER
Jan
Treasurer@LOEBMWR.org
SECRETARY
Lynn Coburn
Secretary@LOEBMWR.org

www.loebmwr.org

NEWSLETTER
David Wilson
Newsletter@LOEBMWR.org

BENEFITS OF BECOMING A MEMBER
• 10% discount at Sandia/Santa Fe BMW for
BMW items
• 10% discount off entire ticket at OCD
Custom Cycles & Repair in Santa Fe
• Annual winter Progressive Breakfast
• Club birthday picnic
• Christmas party
• Rides
• Camaraderie

or contact membership@loebmwr.org

WEBMASTER
Terry Rowley
Webmaster@LOEBMWR.org

SHAFT ADVERTISING RATES
$225/yr. – K page
$150/yr. – N page
$100/yr. – Business Card Size

BMW Riders Club
Land of Enchantment

Computer files are easiest for me, or you can
fax it, or scribble on a piece of paper and mail
it. I don’t care! And don’t forget lots and lots
of pictures.
All stories © by the individual authors, used
by permission.
Newsletter design and production by

david@david wilson design.us
www. david wilson design.us
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David Wilson
727-2 Cedar Hill La NE
Albuquerque, NM 87122
505-328-6163
david@davidwilsondesign.us
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TH E R E AR VI E W
If I took a poll, asking most what was your
first bike, I’m guessing a vast majority
would probably indicate they started riding
motorcycles in the dirt.
A dirt bike is a unique two wheel object
to introduce its rider to a host of new
acquaintances. Now these “acquaintances”
aren’t necessarily human or even living. My
personal bike introduced me to joy, fear,
pain, the taste of dirt (literally), mud, rocks,
weightlessness (short time) and all Newton’s
Laws (especially no. 3). Now I have to mention
they also provided a “one on one,” very personal
relationship with more than one orthopedic
surgeon and emergency room tech.
I discovered the “Thrill of Victory” (rarely)
and “The Agony of Defeat” (many times)
while on a dirt bike. It introduces you to
shortness of life…of rear knobbies, brake and
clutch levers and clean air and oil filters, as
well as various sections (both large and small)
of your exposed or not, epidermis.
A real dirt bike rider unwillingly created
a vast collection of what are now called
“Free Style” maneuvers. The big difference
between the current “Freestyle riders” and
the “original” dirt bikers is the fact the current
freestyle riders “plan” their stunts. Most of
us who rode our dirt bikes with a great deal
of “enthusiasm” (stupidity), in the process
learned the “Free Style” jumps, flips (front
and back), the Superman, Sterilizer and many
other of today’s “Free Style” crowd pleasing/
thrilling “stunts”, literally by “accident”!
Any true “ol” dirt biker reading this will
readily admit to seeing, for the first time, a
motorcycle “Free Style” competition and
thinking, “Oh! You mean I was supposed to
get back on the bike before it hits the ground!!??”
All current and outstanding “Free Style” riders
owe a great deal of debt to all the dirt bike
riders of yesterday, for we actually invented

KEITH’S CORNER
THE BASIC DIRT BIKE OF YESTERDAY

by Keith Ingram

the current stunts now being performed
around the country. We were the Wilbur and
Orville of Free Style. A big thank you! would
be most appreciated.
As “semi-pioneers” of dirt bikes, we raced,
enduro-ed, flat tracked, desert raced, motocrossed, ice raced on the most basic forms of
both two and four stroke bikes, all about the
same weight as today’s average fork lifts. We
weren’t wimps with electric starters, twelve
inch travel suspension, fuel injection and sub
200 lb bikes. Oh no, not us!
We created a future industry of knee
replacements by both dragging legs in futile
attempts to ”save” the bike during “gazillion
mph” power slides, twisting cartilage by
repetitious leg shoves of kick starter levers.
The carburetors (remember them?) of
“yesterday” were, at best, a diabolical device.
When coupled with the kick starter, increased
your four letter word vocab/strengthen
your cardio numbers and developed terrific
dreams of how enjoyable your bike would be
to ride if it would actually start and run.
We rode deserts, across rivers, trails
(called Single Track now), mountains, plains
and a myriad of other locations with nothing
more protective than semi-thick jeans and
open face helmets, hardware store gloves
and corner shoe store boots . We rode in
freezing weather and more than once melted
“cheapie” gloves by grabbing the cylinder
head in a desperate attempt to warm hands
and fingers to the point of actually “feeling”
the handlebars and levers.
We carried these bikes to riding locations
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on poor “trailers’ which usually didn’t have
either lights or license. Not that we were
purposeful law breakers, we just didn’t have
the money to have the bikes and pay for
“frivolous” legal things. It was a choice of “ride
or license” and we always chose to ride.
More than once, our riding enthusiasm
took us beyond the point of “No Return” during
daylight. LED or HID lights? What are you
talking about? Our dirt bikes never acquired
a taste for lights. If they did, I’m certain the
electrical system had but one choice. Power
the spark plug or provide enough jolt for a
slight “glow” to the filament. Ride with lights?
One enterprising rider did bring a flashlight
and taped it to the handlebar. Excellent lighting
in pitch dark. It provided an almost daylight
appearance for an astounding five, perhaps
six feet....before the bike’s vibrations shook
the poor ol light’s filament to basic carbon
from which it came. We rode back with the
proven “Braille and Doppler” method. That is
to say, like weather radar, we “bounced” off
many an object in a painful attempt to locate
our vehicles and trailers in the dark.
Talk to any “seasoned” rider, for they are
true biking pioneers, loving to reminisce about
the “Good ol’ Days” when they “rode with the
wind”. Listen carefully, you’ll hear the sound
of two wheel history, as well as creaking
artificial joints, pace makers, clicking artificial
heart valves and lots of “What did you say?”
for we/they lived ”Up Close and Personal” for
too long with unmuffled two stroke expansion
chambers.
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